




































































HOT PVS/2022-2023/607 
RFP for Revamping/Redesigning. 

Hosting and Maintenance of 

Aryavart Bank's Website 

Dated 29-08-2022 

ARYAVART BANK 

5 Bidder will also be responsible to design product management process/ operation Manual as 
per best practices. 

6. Bidder shall provide post implementation technical support including any new feature, 

template or device integration c.g. tab / mobile 

7 Bidder shall also undertake to carry out implementation/ operationalization including move, 
add, and delete changes customization of such software updates, releases, version 
upgrades. Bidder should update and maintain all supplied solutions to correctly reflect actual 

state of the setup at any point in time during the contract period. 

8. The bidder shall do all kind of customizations / development as required by the Bank during 
the period of contract without any extra cost to the Bank. There are regulatory guidelines 
time to time which should be implemented by the bidder within stipulated timelines. 

The bidder should factor the dedicated skilled resources for customization and 

development as per eligibility criteria. The bidder should upscale the resources as per 

prevailing technologies of time. The UAT environment shall be maintained and managed 

by the bidder. 

so that all 
The dedicated skilled resource at vendor's site for Bank has to be ensured 

required customizations/ development will be performed in the time bound manner. 

9. The customization (Regulatory/ Non-Regulatory/ Bank's Request) shall be performed by 

bidder, but not limited to existing and new functionality, reports, interfaces etc. in the 

deployed solution without any additional cost to the Bank during the contract period. 

a. The changes/fine-tuning in solution deployed should to be performed to ensure proper 

functioning of interface applications without any additional cost to the Bank during the 

contract period. 

b. All customizations and enhancements (functionality, reports, interfaces etc.) developed 
will be Bank's Property and have Bank's IPR rights. 
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c. Customization Development should be done in time bound manner 

10.The non-regulatory/ bank specific (required as per requirement by the bank) functionality 
/ customization to be developed, integrated and implemented in UAT within maximum 15 

days of written request and finalized scope by bank team. 

The regulatory functionality (not Ilimited to Regulators, GOI, DFS, RBI, NPCI etc.) to 

be developed, integrated and implemented in production within maximum 7 days (or 
maximum as per the timeline specified by regulator/ others) of written request and 

finalized scope by bank team. 

Thereafter, post sign-off of UAT from bank, the functionality to be implemented in 

production in a time bound manner. 

Non- compliance of timeline will lead to penalty as per SLA/ Penalty terms for both non 

regulatory/ regulatory requirements. 

11.Successful bidder to manage and maintain the site during the contract period or 

frequency as decided by Bank including updating. 

12.Applications and software should be up to date with the latest service pack and patches to 

protect against attacks. 

13. The discrepancies found during audit should be complied with in 10 days. Implement the 

regulatory requirement as per need. 

14. The bidder will have to trouble-shoot any problems with the website at a short notice. 

15. The bidder shall be responsible to share SLA adherence and traffic reports with Bank. 
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